Workshop objectives:
After completing this workshop, you will be able to:

1. Identify educational issues related to citing sources in classroom research.
   - 1.a. Write a simple, clear statement to help students understand what a citation is.
   - 1.b. Identify the key elements of citations that students should focus on.
   - 1.c. Explain the most important reasons that students should cite sources.
   - 1.d. State some advantages and disadvantages of using citation software.
   - 1.e. Share your own observations about how students cite sources.

2. Activate your account in NoodleTools.

3. Create citations.
   - 3.a. Create a project, assign project properties.
   - 3.c. Create copy-paste citations.
   - 3.d. Create citations of a different kinds of sources.

   - 4.a. Organize citations
   - 4.b. Share citations
   - 4.c. Export or print citations.
   - 4.e. Manage, merge multiple projects.

5. Create and organize notes in NoodleTools.
   - 5.a. Create a new note.
   - 5.b. Add tags or categories to notes.
   - 5.c. Group notes on similar topics together.
   - 5.d. Convert notes to outlines.
   - 5.e. Export or print notes.

6. Create the beginnings of a formatted paper in NoodleTools.